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Best solutions for
healthcare projects

“FloorworX is all about you, our customer. Architects, designers, prop-

erty developers and managers or owners – we are working closely 

with you to help bring your vision to life. As your project partner, 

FloorworX already supports you in the concept phase. Together with 

you, FloorworX develops floorcovering solutions which consider the 

requirements and demands of your project.”

HEALTHCARE

This is the mantra to which FloorworX 

adheres, and it is this attention to detail 

and customer care that ensures them a lead-

ing position in the marketplace.

Specifically for demanding projects where 

special technical knowledge is of the essence, 

FloorworX offers technical advice on subfloor 

preparation; gives floor installation support; 

as well as cleaning and aftercare assistance 

through Safic. 

FloorworX offers so much in terms of spe-

cialised flooring, but when one thinks of a 

product range that provides the potential to 

implement integral design concepts with dif-

ferent functional properties in more than 300 

colours, designs and surfaces in one standard 

range, nora floorcoverings come to mind. 

Let’s use the healthcare sector as a proj-

ect example. You require a broad range of 

floorcoverings with different functions to 

equip healthcare projects: various thicknesses 

which offer the required pressure/ load-

bearing capability; electrostatically dissipa-

tive floorcoverings for areas where sensitive, 

life-sustaining electronic devices are used; 

floorcoverings with shock-absorbing foam 

back for physiotherapy and sports areas; and 

last but not least sophisticated solutions for 

equipping stairwells.

The unique feature of the nora system is 

that it offers all these solutions – plus you can 

use the different qualities of flooring all in the 

same colour and designs.

With noraplan signa, 48 colours are available 

with discrete, high-quality designs based on 

a colour classification system of six different 

shade groups, specifically designed for use in 

hospitals.

norament 926 grano rubber floorcovering is 

appropriate for use in extremely heavy traffic 

areas, with hammer-blow surface and scatter 

design; norament eco has a calm tone-in-tone 

granular design; and norament mega is a rub-

ber floorcovering with a harmonious gradient 

three-coloured granular design.

The system is rounded off by a compre-

hensive range of accessories fully matched 

in colour, creating a range of fantastic 

options for the successful combination of 

modern design, high quality and environ-

ment-appropriate functionality, to provide 

a pleasant environment for patients, visitors 

and staff alike.

With the NCS system, wall and furniture 

colours can also be exactly matched to the 

nora floorcovering colours. Colours are an 

important design element for projects in 

healthcare because they significantly contrib-

ute to a sense of personal well-being and thus 

to a positive healing process. 

Colours not only induce emotional reactions 

and associations but also physical reactions. 

In colour therapy, colours are thus specifically 

used to relieve or cure certain ailments. 

With nora nothing is forgotten. 

Often patients have limited mobility and can-

not use escape facilities as intended in case of 

emergency. Healthcare facilities thus attach 

considerable importance to a high level of fire 

safety as well as fire-toxicological safety when 

choosing flooring.  nora floorcoverings meet 

the common requirements on fire safety and 

are flame-retardant according to EN 13 501 

Part 1 or DIN 4102.

Rubber floorcoverings do not contain 

any PVC or halogens. Therefore, in case of 

fire, no hydrochlorine gas is released. The 

absence of halogens also means that no 

toxic, halogenated dioxins or furans are 

released in case of fire.

nora floorcoverings meet the anti-slip 

property class R9 according to the directive 

BGR 181 or GUV-R 181. For specifically high-

slip-resistant areas, nora also offers grades of 

classes R10 and R11.

All nora floorcoverings have a dense, 

closed surface from the start which is pro-

vided by nora cleanguard – a factory post-

curing of the rubber surface on the basis of 

innovative formulations and state-of-the-art 

production technology. 

This combination ensures that nora 

floorcoverings are easy to clean and represent 

the most economical decision in the long run. 

Unlike most floorcoverings, nora rubber does 

not require any additional coatings during its 

entire period of use.

nora floorcoverings are also resistant to 

stains. Spilled liquids such as coffee, tea, 

juice and even blood or urine can be easily 

mopped up, and iodine-containing products 

easily removed.

nora comes highly recommended for areas 

where infection control and hygiene are of 

utmost importance. Hygiene in healthcare is 

a complex issue and it is vital to choose the 

right floorcovering. FloorworX will happily 

assist you. Talk to them!
For more information: 011 406 4146 or www.

floorworx.co.za.


